MIR772
E-mail
(optional)

Doing things digitally is our preference. Tick the box if you are not happy to receive
correspondence via email:

Tick the box if you would like to subscribe to the Aberdeenshire LDP eNewsletter:



Fair processing notice
Please tick to confirm your agreement to the following statements:



By submitting a response to the consultation, I agree that Aberdeenshire Council can use the
information provided in this form, including my personal data, as part of the review of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan. This will include consultation on the Main Issues Report
(including any subsequent Proposed Plan).
I also agree that following the end of the consultation, i.e. after 8 April 2019, my name and
respondent identification number (provided to you by Aberdeenshire Council on receipt of your
submission) can be published alongside a copy of my completed response on the Main Issues
Report website (contact details and information that is deemed commercially sensitive will not be
made available to the public).

The data controller for this information is Aberdeenshire Council. The data on the form will be used
to inform a public debate of the issues and choices presented in the Main Issues Report of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2021. It will inform the content of the Proposed
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan.
Aberdeenshire Council will only keep your personal data for as long as is needed. Aberdeenshire
Council will retain your response and personal data for a retention period of 5 years from the date
upon which it was collected. After 5 years Aberdeenshire Council will review whether it is
necessary to continue to retain your information for a longer period. A redacted copy of your
submission will be retained for 5 years beyond the life of the Local Development Plan 2021,
possibly until 2037
Your Data, Your Rights
You have got legal rights about the way Aberdeenshire Council handles and uses your data, which
include the right to ask for a copy of it, and to ask us to stop doing something with your data.
If you are unhappy with the way that Aberdeenshire Council or the Joint Data Controllers have
processed your personal data then you do have the right to complain to the Information
Commissioner’s Officer, but you should raise the issue with the Data Protection Officers first. The
Data Protection Officers can be contacted by writing to:


Mr Andrew Lawson, Data Protection Officer, Aberdeenshire Council, Business Services,
Town House, 34 Low Street, Banff, AB45 1AY

If you have difficulty understanding this document and require a translation, or you need help
reading this document (for example if you need it in a different format or in another language),

please phone us on 01467 536230.

Which
document(s)
are you
commetning
on?

Main Issues Report
Draft Proposed Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan
Strategic Environmental Assessment Interim Environmental Assessment
Other

Your comments
Kincardine O’Neil
The Kincardine O’Neil (KO'N) Community Association Committee has engaged in a
major consultation exercise with the Community and carried out a comprehensive
survey of the community’s views. Based on this, the Community Association Committee
at its meeting on 18 March agreed to respond on the KO’N elements in the MIR Report
as per items 1-4 below. This is fully supported by Mid Deeside Community Council and
forms part of our response to the LDP 2021 MIR, Please also refer to the full report
from the KO’N CA (attached separately) which provides more details of its consultation
approach and the detailed results.
1. MR057 – Inclusion of this site in the 2021 - 31 Local Plan is supported. The site fits
in with existing development and is of a size appropriate to the village. Access, flooding and traffic
management issues will need to be addressed at detailed planning stage.
2. MR019 – Inclusion of this site as a “reserved” site in the 2021 ‐ 31 Local Plan is
opposed. Zoning of an 8.4 ha site for housing in a village the size of Kincardine O’Neil is
considered wholly inappropriate and not consistent with Council Policy both on where housing
growth for commuting purposes should be located and in terms of the environmental and
conservation impact on a historic village with Conservation status. The community has expressed a
very clear desire for future development to be on a scale commensurate with the size of the
community.
Historically Kincardine O’Neil grew steadily but slowly until the Snowdrop Development (OP1 and
OP2) was approved in the 2016 LDP for 28 houses and subsequently the site enlarged, with 43
houses approved. The completion of the Snowdrop Development (currently half occupied) along
with development of site MR057 would increase housing in the village from 112 in 2014 to 163 in
2031, a 45% increase. This compares with the Aberdeenshire Housing need assessment for the rural
area of 19% over the same period. There is no justification or basis in policy for reserving an
additional 8.4 ha site for potential housing development in KO’N in the 2021 ‐ 31 plan.
3. MR021 – Inclusion of this site in the 2021 ‐ 31 Local Plan is supported. It is considered
that this development would enhance the village by providing more amenities and attractions.
Connectivity to the village centre is an issue that will need to be addressed to help achieve this.

4. MR023 ‐ Inclusion of this site in the 2021 ‐31 Local Plan is opposed. Pitmurchie Road is
unsuitable for more traffic, the location is remote from the village and there are concerns about loss
of natural habitat.

Aboyne
The MDCC carried out a major local community survey in August/September as a
prelude to updating its local community plan in 2019. This, along with joining the LDP
drop in sessions organised by Aberdeenshire Council in February 2019 and local ad hoc
engagement, largely forms the basis of the comments below.
1. MR020 – Inclusion of this site as a ‘reserved’ site in the 2021-31 Local Plan is
opposed. It is acknowledged that this site will help meet the first planning objective identified in
the LDP for Aboyne i.e. ‘Meet local housing needs, particularly affordable and specialised housing
needs’. However in the view of the MDCC it does not meet any other objectives, including ‘Support
local services and facilities’ (which are already under considerable strain), it does not ‘provide
opportunity for employment’ (adding considerably to the population, without identification of any
local employment development), nor does it ‘protect and enhance the role and attractiveness of the
town centre’ (no identification of any actions to do so).
There is considerable community concern about the addition of a further 200 homes in Aboyne, in
addition to the 310 homes already under construction or planned to be constructed in development
sites OP1 and OP2. Planning permission was given for site OP1 in late 2018, although this was
opposed by MDCC. The concerns expressed by the MDCC at that time about further development
remain and are exacerbated by the inclusion of this site in the LDP. These concerns can be
summarised as follows:






Flooding – planning permission for site OP1 only considered flood risk for the actual area
under development. However it is clear that the existing and ongoing (OP2) housing
developments to the west of the Tarland Road have increased flooding risk to existing
properties within that development, as well as the Tarland Road. There is ongoing dialogue
between MDCC and Aberdeenshire Council about tackling recent flooding in this area. Lack
of consideration of ‘downstream’ flooding risk when considering an application for planning
permission is reprehensible and this will only be further exacerbated by further housing
development in site MR020. It is insufficient to simply assess the risk of flooding within this
area when it comes to seeking planning permission, given the clear evidence of inadequate
infrastructure (especially the culvert under the Tarland Road, which appears too small) to
avoid flooding today. It is imperative that the planned Surface Water study (2020?) and the
potential ‘Flood Risk Study 2022-28’ are completed and the recommendations discussed with
community and then acted before any further development is considered in this area.
Road access – there is only one access road leading into the OP2 and future OP1
developments, which comes from the Tarland Road. Once these are completed, this will need
to provide access to 310 homes. Should MR020 be sanctioned and ultimately developed, this
single access road would need to service more than 500 homes. This would have adverse
consequences for residential safety, local air pollution and congestion, which are seen as
unacceptable by the community. It is believed that any future development of MR020 must
include a second road access from the A93.
Employment – there is absolutely no mention of how local employment opportunities will be
improved to allow some of the residents of a future MR020 development to work locally (the
same actually applies to the sanctioned OP1/2 developments). Accordingly it is likely that







residents will commute, many to Aberdeen, adding to pollution, greenhouse gases and city
congestion.
Education – whilst no doubt there will be an assessment of the local primary and secondary
schools capacity to cope with additional pupils from a future MR020 development, it is
important to recognise that the existing capacity is under strain with ageing facilities and
problems attracting teachers to rural locations. Furthermore, the academy attracts pupils from
a very large catchment area and understanding of this and its growth is vital to ensure that
there is capacity to absorb a future MR020 development. It should be noted that even though
the existing schools have sufficient ‘name plate’ capacity for the current and 5 projection for
pupil numbers, there is considerable concern about education provision in the community
evident from 250+ community surveys completed in late 2018 for the update of the Aboyne
Community Action Plan.
Leisure & recreation – a clear concern from 250+ community surveys completed in late
2018 for the update of the Aboyne Community Action Plan (CAP) is a shortage of local
facilities for various clubs and voluntary organisations, particularly for the youth living in the
area. This is also acknowledged in the LDP. This will no doubt feature as an action in the
CAP being developed, but funding is likely to be a major barrier to addressing the problem.
Furthermore, it is clear that the well used combined community centre/academy building is
both ageing and strained in its dual use role, with many irresolvable clashes between the need
to use its facilities for leisure and recreation, as well as education. The potential MR020
development will exacerbate this, with no contributions identified.
Village Centre – it is perhaps telling that the LDP refers to this as the Town Centre, whereas
the vast majority of the local community see Aboyne as a village and wish it to remain so. In
practical terms, the distance of MR020 to the village centre (around a mile) means that it is
inevitable that many from this development will use car to reach the centre. Car parking has
become a considerable problem recently with the OP2 and other recent developments.
Another 200 houses, with no solution considered, will further exacerbate this.

The MDCC believe that in addition to the specific flooding and access concerns for a possible MR020
development, a more holistic approach needs to be taken to ‘town planning’ for Aboyne. This should
consider the broader implications of the considerable recent, planned and possible development of
further homes in the village. This should cover the village centre (development and parking),
education, business development and employment opportunities and leisure and recreation facilities.
We believe this is vital before any further piecemeal expansion of our community is sanctioned.

2. MR028 – No view has been taken on this non‐preferred site. Although this location area
generally seen as part of the Aboyne settlement, it is falls within the Birse & Ballogie Community
Council area and it is not appropriate for MDCC comment on it.
3. MR054 ‐ Inclusion of this site in the 2021 ‐ 31 Local Plan is opposed. Whilst this option
is not currently preferred by the Planning Officers, the same concerns exist for possible future
development (should it become preferred in the future) as have been outlined for MR020 above.
Hence its consideration as a future development site is opposed.
4. MR081 – The view of the planners on how to approach this non‐preferred site is

supported.

KINCARDINE O’NEIL COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION
RESPONSE TO
MAIN ISSUES REPORT 2019
SUMMARY
The Kincardine O’Neil (KO'N) Community Association Committee has engaged in a
major consultation exercise with the Community and carried out a comprehensive
survey of the community’s views. Based on this, the Community Association
Committee at its meeting on 18 March agreed to respond on the KO’N elements in
the MIR Report as follows.
1. MR057 – Inclusion of this site in the 2021 ‐31 Local Plan is supported. The site fits
in with existing development and is of a size appropriate to the village. Access, flooding and traffic
management issues will need to be addressed at detailed planning stage.

2. MR019 – Inclusion of this site as a “reserved” site in the 2021 ‐31 Local Plan is
opposed. Zoning of an 8.4 ha site for housing in a village the size of Kincardine O’Neil is
considered wholly inappropriate and not consistent with Council Policy both on where housing
growth for commuting purposes should be located and in terms of the environmental and
conservation impact on a historic village with Conservation status. The community has expressed a
very clear desire for future development to be on a scale commensurate with the size of the
community.
Historically Kincardine O’Neil grew steadily but slowly until the Snowdrop Development (OP1 and
OP2) was approved in the 2016 LDP for 28 houses and subsequently the site enlarged, with 43
houses approved. The completion of the Snowdrop Development (currently half occupied) along
with development of site MR057 would increase housing in the village from 112 in 2014 to 163 in
2031, a 45% increase. This compares with the Aberdeenshire Housing need assessment for the
rural area of 19% over the same period. There is no justification or basis in policy for reserving an
additional 8.4 ha site for potential housing development in KO’N in the 2021 ‐ 31 plan.

MR021 – Inclusion of this site in the 2021 ‐31 Local Plan is supported. It is considered
that this development would enhance the village by providing more amenities and attractions.
Connectivity to the village centre is an issue that will need to be addressed to help achieve this.

MR023 ‐ Inclusion of this site in the 2021 ‐31 Local Plan is opposed. Pitmurchie Road is
unsuitable for more traffic, the location is remote from the village and there are concerns about
loss of natural habitat.
The detailed results of the Community survey which underpin the Association views summarised
above are in the pages that follow. A paper giving comments on Environmental and Conservation
Issues will be submitted separately.
KO’N Community Association
20 March 2019.
Secretary:
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KO’N COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION
RESULTS OF SURVEY OF COMMUNITY OPINION
UNDERTAKEN IN MARCH 2019
A. CONSULTATION APPROACH
The Annual General Meeting of the KO’N Community Association on 19 November 2018 agreed that the
Association Committee should organise a public information and consultation exercise to gather community
views on LDP 2021 issues reflected in the Main Issues Report. The Committee decided to hold a drop in
consultation event and also to issue a questionnaire to all households.
Information Session
A drop in information session was held in the village hall on Saturday 2 March 2019 between 10am and 3pm.
At this event there were display boards extracted from the MIR showing what developers were bidding for
and what the MIR thought of these bids, boards giving a history of past KO’N consultation results and the
growth of the village over the years and information from Kincardine Estate on their development bids. Also
available were copies of the Council’s Environmental Assessments, other Council key Local Plan
documents and copies of the Council's consultation response form. Members of the Community Association
(CA) were present to answer questions and copies of the CA questionnaire were available to take away or fill
in on the day. The information session was widely advertised through posters, emails and a flyer hand
delivered to every house in the village.
52 people attended the information session.
Questionnaire
The CA Questionnaire, with a background report explaining the survey purpose and summarising the MIR
KO’N content, was hand delivered to 182 houses ‐ all 124 occupied houses in the village on Sunday 3 March
and to 58 houses in the surrounding rural area in the days immediately after that. This covered almost all
houses in the Community Association’s area. The questionnaire was also issued by email to a contact group
of people interested in KO’N matters. The KO’N CA constitution makes all residents in the CA area aged 16+
members of the Association. The questionnaire was open to all CA members to complete.
Spare copies were placed in the village shop and response – electronic or paper ‐ was invited by 13 March.
To ensure the legitimacy of the survey Names and Address were required but respondents were assured
results would be anonymous. A public notice was put up explaining how this would be achieved. A copy of
the survey, the background paper and the confidentiality notice are attached to this report.
74 valid questionnaires were returned by residents in 56 different household ‐ a household response rate
of 31%.

AREA

HOUSEHOLDS
ISSUED

KO’N Rural Area
KO’N Village
TOTAL

58
124
182

Household Returns
Nos.
%
17
29%
39
31%
56
31%

Individual Person
Returns
23
51
74*

* 77 questionnaires were returned but 3 were invalid for lack of name and identifiable address.
The questionnaire results are summarised in the next section.
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B. COMMUNITY SURVEY RESULTS
The survey had both “tick box” yes/no questions and questions inviting respondents to make comments to
expand on their yes/no answers. This section shows the tick box responses and summarises the main points
coming out of the comments made. The next section gives more detail on the comments made.
1. The Snowdrop Development is projected to complete by 2021. How many new houses do you think
Kincardine O’Neil needs between 2021 and 2031?
0
1‐5
6‐10
11‐20
18
2
18
12
* DK = Don’t know or no reply

21‐30
7

31‐40
5

41‐50
4

>50
6

DK*
2

TOTAL
74

Summary: Half the respondents (51%) felt new housing 2021 ‐31 should be ten or less and two thirds (67%)
that there should be no more than 20 new houses during this period. Question 7 in the survey invited general
comment on future development of the village. The main comments made were that KO’N is a small
conservation village and the scale and type of development should reflect this and any new developments
should be of limited scale.
2. MR057. BETWEEN GALLOWHILL ROAD AND NEIL BURN DRIVE.

Do you think this is a suitable site for housing Development?

YES

NO

DK

TOTAL

59

13

2

74

Summary: 80% of respondents felt this was a suitable site for housing development. The main comments
made on this site were that it was within the village and would fit in with existing development but that
access/flooding/services issues would need to be addressed and the housing types should be required to fit
in with the neighbours.

3. MR019 WEST OF PITMURCHIE ROAD AND NORTH OF THE A93.

Do you think this is a suitable site for housing Development?

YES

NO

TOTAL

24

50

74

Summary: Two thirds (67%) of respondents felt this was not a suitable site for housing development. The
main comments made about this site were that it would result in loss of character/historic nature and
conservation standing of the village and that the size of the development proposed (8.4 hectares/84 houses)
was far too large for the village. Concerns were also expressed about traffic impact and negative impact on
the visual outlook of the village and to Deeside Way walkers.
ii. If “YES” when do you think this site should be considered for housing development?
2021 ‐ 2026
2026 ‐ 2031
2031 – 2041
After 2041
24 Yes responses
8
12
1
3
Summary: The 24 respondents (33%) to Q3 who thought MR019 was a suitable site for development were
invited to say when they thought development should be considered. The great majority thought
development starting 2021 ‐2031 was appropriate.
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5. MR021 SOUTH OF THE A93 WEST OF DEESIDE LOG CABINS.

i. Do you think this is a suitable site for this Development?

YES
51

NO
21

DK
2

Summary: Over two thirds (69%) of respondents felt this was a suitable site for the proposed development.
The main comments made in support were that this proposed development would enhance the village by
providing more amenities and attractions and would provide employment opportunities. Those opposed to
the development were mainly concerned that the location was too far from the village centre and that this
development would extend the village.

6. MR023 UP PITMURCHIE ROAD 100 METRES BEYOND THE 30 MPH LIMIT ON THE WEST.
YES
i. Do you think this is a suitable site for a small business park?

17

NO
56

DK
1

Summary: Three quarters (75%) of respondents felt that this was not a suitable suit for the proposed
development. The main comments were that Pitmurchie Road was unsuitable for more traffic, the location
was too far out of the village, and concerns about loss of wildlife and natural habitat.

ii. More Generally do you think the village needs more land
for business development?

YES
24

NO
44

DK
6

Summary: 59% of respondents said “No” to this question. The respondents who answered “yes” to more land for
business development were invited to say where that land should be. The main comments were that existing zoned
and brownfield sites should be developed first, there should be more land for amenities/cafes etc, MR021 should be
developed and that land south of the A93 at the east end of the village should be considered.

C. COMMENTS MADE BY SURVEY RESPONDENTS
Respondents were invited to make comments in each section of the questionnaire and the main themes
expressed are summarised in the tables below. The numbers of respondents making a given comment are
shown. Some respondents made more than one comment. Only comments made by more than one
respondent are described.
1. COMMENTS ON MR057 Development of this site was supported by 59 respondents and opposed by 13.
Comments were made by 41 respondents.
Comment Theme

Respondents making
this Comment

Site is in the village, would fit in with existing development and is close
to amenities
Access, flooding issues, drainage, traffic issues will need to be addressed
More housing is not needed
The site and house types should be required to fit in with the
neighbourhood
Other comments made by only one respondent

4

17
10
7
5
6

2. COMMENTS ON MR019. Development of this site was supported by 24 respondents and opposed by 59.
Comments were made by 60 respondents.
Comment Theme
Loss of Character/historic nature of village/conservation status
84 Houses is too large a number. (Seven of the respondents supporting
development of this site made this comment)
Traffic issues – A93 access and traffic congestion in area and in village
Amenities and infrastructure currently insufficient for growth
Site is too large
Over expansion of western end of village/ribbon development
Negative impact on views from Deeside Way
Negative visual impact entering/leaving village on main road
Development would be a commuter dormitory/lack of local employment
Spoil the view of other houses
Development should be phased/gradual growth
Site fills gap between A93 and houses on Pitmurchie Road
Does not meet Council Policy
Designs to minimise visual impact essential
Insufficient demand for housing
Adverse impact on wild life
Other comments made by only one respondent

Respondents making
this Comment
30
23
16
10
9
8
9
7
6
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
6

3. COMMENTS ON Q4 – IDEALLY WHERE WOULD YOU LIKE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT? Comments were
made by 58 respondents
Comment Theme

Respondents making
this Comment
Broaden the Village, not elongate it
20*
Nowhere
15
East and North East of the Village
10
Small sites only
10
MR057 Only
6
West end of the Village, including MR019
6
Other locations mentioned by only one respondent
5
* Seven of these respondents favoured development North of the Main Street between Gallowhill Road and
Pitmurchie Road
4. COMMENTS ON MR021 The proposed development of this site was supported by 51 respondents and
opposed by 21. Comments were made by 49 respondents.
Comment Theme
Enhance village by providing more amenities & attractions
Wrong location – too far from the village centre/connectivity
Would extend village allowing planning creep (housing infill)
Would provide more employment
Road safety and car and pedestrian access concerns
Not needed
Would attract passing trade and be good for tourism
Provide a sociable space
Need to have no conservational impact and be in character to the village
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Respondents making
this Comment
16
9
7
6
4
3
2
2
2

5. COMMENTS ON MR023. The proposed development of this site was supported by 17 respondents and
opposed by 56. Comments were made by 49 respondents.
Comment Theme

Respondents making
this Comment

Pitmurchie Road unsuitable for more traffic, especially commercial
vehicles
Rural location inappropriate for business park (too far out of village)
Loss of wildlife and natural habitat
No need
Agree with Aberdeenshire Planners comments
KO’N needs to encourage small business and employment opportunities
Good site for businesses that don’t need to be in the village
Other issues mentioned by only one respondent

20
8
8
6
6
5
2
2

6. COMMENTS ON Q6iii – Where would you like land for business development located. 24 respondents
answered “Yes” to question 6.ii “Do you think the village needs more land for businesses purposes and 44
“No”. This next question, 6.iii was aimed at “Yes” respondents but some “No” respondents also answered
it. This is reflected below.
Comment Theme
Develop existing zoned and brownfield land first
More development yes but for amenities/cafes/Pub etc
MR021
SE end of village below A93
No more development
MR023
MR057
Other locations mentioned by only one respondent

Respondents making
this Comment
8
6
5
5
4
2
2
5

7. COMMENTS ON Q7 – Any other Comments on future development of the village. 50 respondents made
comments on this question.
Comment Theme
Respondents making
this Comment
KO’N is a small conservation village and the scale and type of
20
development should reflect this.
Any new developments should be of limited scale
13
Need to conserve conservation area/greenbelt/sustainability
8
Significant development is required to safeguard existing village
5
facilities, including the school
Snowdrop development needs to bed in before more development
3
Village needs more shops/amenities
2
Concerns about ribbon development
2
Other issues mentioned by only one respondent
4

APPENDICES:‐ Survey Form, Background paper issued with the Survey, and confidentiality notice

Kincardine O’Neil Community Association
20 March 2019
Secretary:
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YOUR NAME………………………………………………………..
YOUR ADDRESS…………………………………………………………………….
(The survey is confidential and responses will be grouped so no one can be identified
but we must have your name and address to make sure the survey is representative.)

KO’N COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION
LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN SURVEY
HOUSING
1. The Snowdrop Development is projected to complete by 2021. How many new houses do you think
Kincardine O’Neil needs between 2021 and 2031?
Please enter a quantity or tick box.
0
1‐5
6‐10
11‐20
21‐30
31‐40
41‐50
>50

TWO SITES HAVE BEEN PUT FORWARD FOR HOUSING DEVELOPMENT BETWEEN 2021 AND 2031.
WHAT ARE YOUR VIEWS ON THESE SITES?
2. MR057. BETWEEN GALLOWHILL ROAD AND NEILBURN DRIVE. (See the map and details on the background
information sheet) Proposed for 8 houses. Recommended for acceptance by the planners.
YES

NO

Do you think this is a suitable site for housing Development?
Any Comments on this Proposal?

3. MR019 WEST OF PITMURCHIE ROAD AND NORTH OF THE A93. Proposed for 84 houses. The Planners are
recommending that this site should not be developed during the 2021 ‐2031 plan period but that the site is
suitable for housing development and, if there is a need for more housing land in rural Aberdeenshire, could
potentially be looked at again during a mid‐term review, around 2026.
YES

NO

Do you think this is a suitable site for housing Development?
ii. If “YES” when do you think this site should be considered for housing development?
2021 ‐ 2026
2026 ‐ 2031
2031 – 2041
After 2041

Any Comments on this Proposal?

4. Ideally, where would you like future housing development in the village to take place?
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SMALL BUSINESS, RETAIL AND SERVICES.

Two new sites have been put forward.

5. MR021 SOUTH OF THE A93 WEST OF DEESIDE LOG CABINS. Proposed for a Cook School, Farm Shop and Café.
Recommended for acceptance by the Planners.
YES

NO

i. Do you think this is a suitable site for this Development?
Any Comments on this Proposal?

6. MR023 UP PITMURCHIE ROAD 100 METRES BEYOND THE 30 MPH LIMIT ON THE WEST. Proposed for a Small
Business Park. The Planners recommend REFUSAL mainly because of loss of Forestry land and habitat.
YES

NO

i. Do you think this is a suitable site for a small business park?
Any Comments on this Proposal?

ii. More Generally do you think the village needs more land for
business development?

YES

NO

iii. If “YES”, ideally where would you like land for business development located?

7. DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER COMMENTS ON FUTURE DEVELOPMENT IN AND AROUND THE VILLAGE

PLEASE RETURN YOUR SURVEY IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED BY 13 MARCH AT THE LATEST TO
THE VILLAGE STORE (Hand in at the Counter)
OR direct to
Timothy Stone, CA Secretary, Morven, Pitmurchie Road, Kincardine O’Neil, AB34 5AQ
email tstone90@gmail.com Tel 84354

HAVE YOU PUT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS AT THE TOP OF THE SURVEY?
NOT ACCEPTABLE WITHOUT THIS.
EVERYONE AGED 16+ CAN SEND BACK A SURVEY. NEED MORE COPIES OF THE SURVEY?
FEEL FREE TO PHOTOCOPY. Spare copies at the Store or email
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KO’N COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION
LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN SURVEY

Background to the survey
The council has to produce a 10 year development plan for 2021 ‐2031. As part of this they
invited developers to make bids for pieces of land to be zoned for housing, employment and
other types of development.
The Council Officers have now looked at these bids and written the Main Issues Report giving
their views on these bids for land zoning. This report is now out for consultation, closing on 8
April. After that Councillors will look at what people say about the proposals and make decisions
on land use zoning.
Everybody is entitled to make comments on the proposals direct to the Council but Community
Councils and Community Associations have also been invited to give comments on behalf of their
communities. That is what our consultation is about.

WHAT HAS PLANNING APPROVAL JUST NOW?
At the moment the main housing development in the village is the Snowdrop housing (OP1 and
OP2 on the map below) which ended up with approval for 43 houses and is projected to be
complete by 2021. There is also site MR057 (also called OP3) which has already been identified for
housing but has not so far been developed, and some smaller scale individual property conversions
and developments on the go. A small employment site – the Haugh (the North part of OP1 on the
map) ‐ is already zoned but has not so far been developed and the Deeside Log Cabins land (OP4) is
already zoned for Business Use and the Planners have recommended that this land continues to be
reserved for business use. The Garage is an existing brownfield site so available for various uses
(subject to planning approval).

WHAT ARE THE BIDS FOR DEVELOPMENT 2021 ‐2031?
Bids for zoning four sites for development between 2021 and 2031 have been made. These are
shown on the map below with MR numbers and are summarised over the page.
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HOUSING LAND BIDS
1. MR017,MR018, MR019. The bid is for 84 houses on this site. The bidder (Kincardine Estate)
gave three options: MR017 ‐ Start building between 2021 and 2026; MR018 ‐ Start between 2026
and 2031, and MR019 – Start building after 2031.
The Planners are recommending that this site is not included in the 2021‐31 Plan but that it is
“reserved” as suitable for housing. “Reserved” means the site can be reconsidered for
development at any mid‐term review of the 10 year plan around 2026. One reason for reviewing
the plan would be if it became clear that the housing development targets set by the Council for
2021 ‐31 are unlikely to be met because not enough of the sites included in the plan are taken up
for development. The Planners assessment is that this site “fits in with the existing built up area
opposite, the conservation area and is within walking distance of amenities and community
facilities. Surface Water flooding is not considered an undevelopable constraint or likely to impact
the nearby Special Area of Conservation and Local Nature conservation Site designations. However
the village needs time to consolidate with recent growth”
2. MR057. The bid is for 8 houses on this site. The site has been previously approved for housing
but not developed. The owner, The Church of Scotland, say they are marketing it to developers.
The Planners are recommending that this site is included in the 2021 ‐2031 Plan. They say “The site
fits in with the settlement pattern and is within walking distance of amenities and community
facilities…..a flood risk assessment may be required. To mitigate the potential impact on the River
Dee Special Area of Conservation a construction method statement would be needed”.

EMPLOYMENT LAND BIDS
3. MR021. The bid is for a Cook School, Café and Farm Shop catering to passing trade
The bidder is Kincardine Estate. The site would be accessed through the existing turn‐off to the
playing fields down the road to the Bungalow beyond the Log Cabin site.
The Planers are recommending that this site is included in the 2021‐2031 Plan. They say “due to
the A93 sitting raised, with limited visibility below, the site would have a minimal visual impact on
the approach to the settlement. The site would be an infill between the existing uses …both east
and west with good connectivity to the village. As the site is within a conservation area the design
impact would need to be carefully considered but the impact on the wider area would be limited due
to its position. A further small mixed employment site would be appropriate to the village.”
4. MR023. The bid is for a Small Business Enterprise Park. The bidder is Kincardine Estate.
The Planners are recommending that this site is NOT included in the 2021‐2031. They say “A small
business enterprise would be advantageous which would bring in jobs and boost the economy of the
settlement. The site is relatively remote from the centre of the village therefore accessibility is a
constraint. The current land use is commercial forestry however the site has been clear felled.
Where there has been woodland removal there is an expectation of compensatory planting which
has not been identified within the area of the bid submission.”
***********
THE SURVEY ASKS FOR YOUR VIEWS ON ALL FOUR BIDS AND GIVES YOU THE CHANCE TO GIVE
THE COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION YOUR VIEWS ON FUTURE VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT.
There is a large amount of additional information available on the whole planning process and on
all these sites, including Environmental Assessments and Developers back up papers. If you have
any questions please contact the CA Secretary (
) and we will try to point you to relevant information.

THE SURVEY IS CONFIDENTIAL AND ALL RESULTS WILL BE GROUPED SO NOBODY
CAN BE IDENTIFIED BUT WE CANNOT ACCEPT ANONYMOUS SURVEY RETURNS.
PLEASE REMEMBER TO PUT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS ON THE SURVEY FORM
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SUMMARY
This report has been prepared by the Kincardine O'Neil (KON) Community Association
Committee in response to Aberdeenshire Council's Main Issues Report - Strategic
Environmental Assessment of Bid Sites – Marr (2019)(1). The proposed mitigation measures
for the settlement have been reviewed. We believe that the assessments made within this
report underestimate the effects that a large scale development would have on a small
historic village and its surrounding Conservation Area. These assessments appear contrary
to the village Conservation Area Status and the Scottish Government and Aberdeenshire
Council policies and guidance on the historic built environment.

The environmental assessments highlight several areas where development will have
negative effects. It is claimed that the proposed mitigation measures will result in a
neutral effect. The KON Community Association Committee believe that the mitigation
measures suggested for the large-scale MR019 proposal would have very little mitigating
effect and that this development, even with mitigation in place, would have a 'significant
negative effect' on the landscape and cultural heritage of the village.
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Introduction
Background
Kincardine O’Neil is a small historic village which gained Conservation Area Status in 1985.
Further, it was granted 'Outstanding' status by Aberdeenshire Council in 1994.
Prior to Aberdeenshire Council's 2012 Local Development Plan (LDP)(2), the community
consisted of about 112 households. A new development still under construction will add a
further 43 homes, bringing the total households to 155.
In terms of facilities, the village has a small primary school, several shops (including a Post
Office facility) and a number of other small business enterprises. Several shops/businesses
have recently been lost, with change of use to residential property granted in several
cases.
To support the preparation of the LDP 2021(3), Aberdeenshire Council published a Main
Issues Report (MIR) in January 2019(4). As part of this preparation the Council prepared an
'Interim Environmental Report for the Strategic Environmental Assessment'(5) and a
'Strategic Environmental Assessment of Bid Sites'(1). This was based on site specific
assessments of the sustainability of development sites within settlements, including
Kincardine O'Neil as a Marr settlement. These individual site specific environmental
statements assess aspects such as landscape, biodiversity and cultural heritage.

Aims and objectives
This report aims to assess the impact on Kincardine O'Neil of specific proposals within the
LDP Main Issues Report(4) published by Aberdeenshire Council in January 2019.
The objectives of the report cover:
1. A review of the Conservation Area status of Kincardine O Neil, and the impact of further
development on the special character and setting of the village upon which this is based.
2. An assessment of the LDP 'Strategic Environmental Assessment of Bid Sites – Marr'(1) in
relation to the development sites proposed for Kincardine O'Neil. This will consider the
issues and mitigation offered.
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Part 1:
Conservation Area Status
Background
The village was granted Conservation Status in 1985, one of the first three areas to be
given Conservation area status in Aberdeenshire. Despite originally being designated as
one of the most obvious areas for conservation it has never been given a Conservation
Area Appraisal. While Special Guidance Policy for the Historic Environment has altered
with each development plan cycle the 34-year-old Kincardine O’Neil Conservation Area
status has not been updated to reflect changing policies and guidance.
The conservation area was set as the village and the landscape surrounding it - all points
which can be seen from the village were set to be within the conservation area.
Kincardine O’Neil was stated as an obvious choice for Conservation Status in three
documents from the Kincardine and Deeside District Council (1976); these reports to the
Planning Committee are as follows: –
 'Conservation Areas'(6)
 'The beginnings of Conservation'(7)
 'Kincardine O’Neil – Proposed Conservation Area'(8)
These documents outline the thinking, at the time, on why the village was granted its
conservation status:
 Long Street Village –‘Kincardine
O’Neil is one of the oldest and bestpreserved village streets in the North
East of Scotland.’

 Lack of development - Having
commented on the railway not
coming through the village the
report says ‘The result of this was that
Kincardine O’Neil did not develop to
any great extent. This very fact can be
looked on as a blessing because the
village has been protected from
developments in 19th Century and
remains unaltered to the present day,
with the majority of the existing
buildings almost two hundred years old.
A similar happy accident – the
construction of the Bridge of Don in
1828 preserving Old Aberdeen in the
same way.’

 Setting – ‘It sits with a southern
exposure in a superb setting surrounded
by hills and forests, with the River Dee
flowing eastwards, to the south of the
village. Kincardine O’Neil is situated on
the A93 road, approximately twenty
five miles west of Aberdeen, and is the
oldest surviving village settlement on
Deeside.’
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Current conservation area policies are in place to protect the character, integrity and
setting of listed buildings, scheduled monuments, and other archaeological sites and to
preserve and enhance the character or appearance of conservation areas.

Impact on the special character and setting of the Conservation Area
Currently the route into the village from the west gives views of listed buildings across
fields (see photo 1, p10) before you go straight into the historic 'street village'. The MR019
development bid, which the MIR currently recommends be “reserved” for possible review
around 2026 would put a very large housing estate at the western end of the village and
we believe would have a high visual impact on the approach to the historic village. The
"long street village" would be dominated by a large housing estate with the historic
section as a tail. It is difficult to see how the council can reconcile such changes with their
policies that are designed to protect and enhance the character and appearance of the
area.
The MR019 development bid would be against the aims of conservation, as detailed in the
previous section, and without a Conservation Area Appraisal it is felt that the scale of
currently proposed development is in danger of overwhelming the historic village,
changing for evermore its character, integrity and setting; exactly the things its
Conservation Area Status was set up to protect.
The village was given conservation status essentially because it was not 'developed' in the
19th century. If MR019 is approved, the village would be subject to overwhelming
development in the 21st century.
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Part 2:
Issues concerning the LDP Strategic Environmental
Assessment of Bid Sites – Marr
Introduction
In the Main Issues Report (MIR) there are 4 development bid sites in or around the village
of Kincardine O’Neil. These are categorised in the MIR as: MR017/18/19 - 84 Homes (MRO17,18&19 are basically the same proposal but with
different start dates)
 MR021 – Retail/Café/Services
 MR057 - 8 Homes
 MR023 –Business Enterprise Park
The proposed development sites MR017/18/19, MR021, and MR057 are situated within the
Conservation Area and as such should be subject to rigorous scrutiny for compliance with
Scottish Government and Aberdeenshire Council policies.
 The Scottish Government has identified as a national outcome(9) that ‘We value and
enjoy our built and natural environment and protect it and enhance it for future
generations’.
 Scottish Government Policy on Conservation Areas(10) states that ‘new development will
normally only be granted planning permission if it can be demonstrated that it will not
harm the character or appearance of the area’.
 The Scottish Government guidance is that structure and local plans should continue to
have particular regard to the National Planning Guidelines which are relevant to
development, conservation and the protection of agricultural land in the countryside.
On inspection of the current LDP bids for development around Kincardine O’Neil, the
application of Scottish Government and Aberdeenshire Planning policies and guidelines
appears to be inconsistent. Development of MR019 in particular would not preserve, and
certainly not enhance, the character and appearance of the Conservation Area and yet is
still being put forward for the local development plan as a reserved site.
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MR017/18/19 - 84 Homes (site between A93 and Pitmurchie Road)
In the environmental assessment(1) for bid site MR019 it outlines several negative effects
that development on this site would bring. However, in our opinion, the means of
mitigation stated would not result in a 'neutral' effect post mitigation.
Site MR019 is an almost triangular plot of agricultural land, with the sharper thinner end
nearest the village (see photo 2, p10). Its southern boundary extends along and is elevated
above the A93 road, which is the main route through the village. This road is also the
main tourist route to and from Royal Deeside and the Cairngorm National Park. The site's
northern boundary is the Deeside Way long-distance footpath, another important tourist
route which runs for several hundred metres along the boundary of the site, behind the
houses in Pitmurchie Road.
The environmental assessment(1) for site MR019, under 'Landscape', omits to say that the
site is within the Kincardine O’Neil Conservation Area, but states ‘The site is located
within the Dee Valley Special Landscape Area however the landscape experience is not
likely to change significantly as the site is a logical extension to the settlement. Given
that over the long term, what gets developed becomes part of the landscape, the effects
are only likely to have medium-term effects.’
The statement "the landscape experience is not likely to change significantly" is
considered misrepresentative. Any development would have a significant visual impact on
entering the village from the west. This will affect views of the Conservation Area and
archaeological site as you approach the village on the A94 main road or by the Deeside
Way long-distance path. The 'landscape experience' of site MR019 is currently one of
farmland and views of an historic conservation village, including several listed buildings. It
cannot be argued that the building of a large housing development will in no way change
this landscape; green fields and views are being replaced by housing. The Council's 'Interim
Environmental Report for the Strategic Environmental Assessment' (5) (p11) states "We will
not build on areas that are prominent and visible places". This site will clearly be
prominent and visible from multiple places, including primary vehicular routes into the
village and from the Deeside Way (see photos 1 to 4 at end of this section).
(The current OP2 development which is on the south, lower, side of the A93 and therefore
considered less intrusive to the landscape, has already clearly and demonstrably impacted
the outlook on approach to the village).
The 'Interim Environmental Report for the Strategic Environmental Assessment'(5) (p34) also
states that "a proposals scale, location and design must be appropriate to the landscape
character of the area, and not have an adverse impact on: the key natural landscape
character elements or historic features of the landscape character; the overall
composition or quality of the landscape character, particularly if the landscape is
currently perceived as largely unspoiled; or any combination of the above, when
considered with other recent developments, resulting in the possibility of an adverse
cumulative impact on the local landscape character". The scale (area) of the current
proposal (MR019) is huge in relation to the current foot-print of the village, with
cumulative impact a distinct possibility.
The environmental assessment(1) for site MR019 under ‘Cultural Heritage’ states that:
‘The development will have long-term and permanent negative effect on the
archaeological site contained within the development area and conservation area. The
development may weaken the sense of place and the identity of existing settlements.
The impact could be mitigated by reducing the allocation to avoid the archaeological site
and for development to be reflective of the conservation area’.
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With regard to the archaeological site, reducing the allocation will not in itself protect the
site; only the prevention of building around the archaeological site would achieve this.
With regard to 'the sense of place and the identity of existing settlements', a reduction of
allocation (i.e. number of houses) will have no effect on the area of the development (8.8
ha); there will still be a very significant change to the identity of this small 'historic'
village and its sense of place in the landscape.
The environmental assessment(1) for site MR019 outlines several negative effects that
development on this site would bring. The report's final ‘Effect – post mitigation’ column
fails to reflect the negative effects outlined in the report, with all issues categorised as
'neutral effect' post-mitigation. Mitigation means 'lessening the effects of'; it does not
mean that there is no longer any impact. There will still be an effect on the site postmitigation in most cases.
Mitigation based on the statement ‘over the long term, what gets developed becomes part
of the landscape’ (i.e. ‘people will get used to it’) cannot be interpreted as a zero or
neutral effect post-mitigation. The council's 'Special Guidance Policy HE 2.1: Protecting
Historic and Cultural Areas' (Draft LDP, p39)(3) stipulates ‘We will not allow development,
including change of use or demolition that would not preserve or enhance the character
or appearance of the conservation area’. It is hard to construe that the proposed MR019
housing development will either preserve or enhance the character or appearance of the
conservation area; both the character and appearance of the area, overall, will be
changed long-term, whether or not people get used to it.
Likewise, ‘the effects are only likely to have medium-term effects’, confirms that the
conservation area, archaeological site and surrounding area will be negatively impacted by
development.
The ‘cultural heritage’ reference to a ‘long-term and permanent negative effect on the
archaeological site’, even with some mitigation, cannot warrant being classed as a longterm neutral effect.
The Draft LDP(3) also refers to ‘Special Guidance Policy HE 1.2: Protecting Historic
Buildings, Sites and Monuments’ (p39). This states that ‘We will not allow development
that would have a negative effect on the character, integrity or setting of listed
buildings, or scheduled monuments, or other archaeological sites’. Site MR019 will
certainly affect the setting of several listed buildings including Christ Church.
On a national level, the Scottish Government has identified as a 'national outcome' that
‘We value and enjoy our built and natural environment and protect it and enhance it for
future generations’. Furthermore, Scottish Government Policy on Conservation Areas is
clear that ‘proposed development that fails to preserve or enhance the character or
appearance of the area should normally be refused planning permission’.
When considering development of the village and surrounding area it is considered that
the character, appearance, identity and sense of place of the Kincardine O’Neil
Conservation Area must be a key consideration.
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Photo 1: First view of the historic conservation village from the main A93
tourist route, looking across the southern part of the two fields that make up
the proposed MR019 site, when approaching from the west.

Category C listed
building (LB95564) The Rectory - circa
1866

Category C listed
building (LB9563) Christ Church - circa
1866

Scheduled Monument
(SM88) - previously
Category A listed building

Archaeological
site

Photo 2: Overhead photo showing proposed MR019 development area

Red area* = Bid site MR019

Blue line = A93 North Deeside Road

Yellow line = Deeside Way

* Archaeological site mostly within darker area of MR019
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MR021 – Retail/Café/Services
The MIR overview of this proposed development says ‘The site would be an infill between
the existing uses to both the east and west with good connectivity to the village’.
To the west, at the roadside, there is a single bungalow, behind this the site borders farm
land. To the east there is land zoned for business, and then playing fields provide a break
from the main village.
With regard to ‘good connectivity’, there is currently no pavement access to the site from
the village. Given the distance, for many people, access from the village will be by car.
Mitigation measures would be required to address this.

MR057 - 8 Homes
There does not appear to be an Environmental Report for this site.
In the 'Interim Environmental Report for the Strategic Environmental Assessment, Table
8.5.6, p531: Assessment of Site-specific Allocations and Bids - Marr'(5) it states that the
"site has a mixed impact due to negative impact on the cultural heritage of the
settlement and positive through providing housing choice. Flooding and impact on a
designated site can be appropriately mitigated".
As this site is behind housing, within the existing envelope of the village, the negative
impact on the cultural heritage of the village is considered to be much less than that of
MR019.

MR023 – Business Enterprise Park
No comment is made about the Environmental report as this is not a preferred site.
However, it should be noted that road access is poor; a single track road without
pavements which passes residential houses.
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Conclusions
This report highlights inconsistencies in the environmental assessments and in the
application of Scottish Government and Aberdeen Planning Policies and Guidelines. We are
concerned that the environmental assessments, in particular those relating to MR019, will
have a significant negative impact on the special character and setting of Kincardine
O'Neil and the Conservation Area. We believe that the mitigation measures suggested for
the MR019 proposal would have very little mitigating effect and that this development,
even with mitigation in place, would have a 'significant negative effect' on the landscape
and cultural heritage of the village.
The following further conclusions are drawn from this report:






Site MR019 should not be included in the LDP 2021 as a reserved site as the
location and scale of the MR019 bid would overwhelm the historic village,
changing its character, integrity and setting.
Development of MR019 will be prominent and visible.
It is considered that small developments in the existing village envelope, such as
the MR057 bid, would have a much smaller negative impact on the cultural
heritage of the village than the MR019 bid.
There are perceived contradictions in some of the interim environmental
statements.
In some cases, the suggested means of mitigation would not result in a neutral
effect.

The KON Community Association committee has also issued a response to the Main Issues
Report, based on a comprehensive survey of the community views, which supported the
MR021 and MR057 proposals, but opposed MR023 and also MR019 as a reserved site. In
this, the Community expressed a very clear desire for future development to be on a scale
commensurate with the size of the community.
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